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Quantifying the photocurrent fluctuation in
quantum materials by shot noise

Longjun Xiang 1, Hao Jin1 & Jian Wang 1,2,3

The DC photocurrent can detect the topology and geometry of quantum
materials without inversion symmetry. Herein, we propose that the DC shot
noise (DSN), as the fluctuation of photocurrent operator, can also be a diag-
nostic of quantummaterials. Particularly, we develop the quantum theory for
DSNs in gapped systems and identify the shift and injection DSNs by dividing
the second-order photocurrent operator into off-diagonal and diagonal con-
tributions, respectively. Remarkably, we find that the DSNs can not be for-
bidden by inversion symmetry, while the constraint from time-reversal
symmetry depends on the polarization of light. Furthermore, we show that the
DSNs also encode the geometrical information of Bloch electrons, such as the
Berry curvature and the quantum metric. Finally, guided by symmetry, we
apply our theory to evaluate the DSNs inmonolayer GeS and bilayerMoS2with
and without inversion symmetry and find that the DSNs can be larger in cen-
trosymmetric phase.

It is well known that the materials without inversion (P) symmetry
under light illumination can feature the bulk photovoltaic effect
(BPVE)1–6, which refers to the DC photocurrent generation in a single-
phasematerial, suchas in bulk ferroelectricperovskite oxides7–10 and in
two-dimensional (2D) piezoelectricmaterials11–14. The intrinsic physical
origin of BPVE usually attributes to the shift and injection current
mechanisms6, which are closely related to the quantum geometry of
Bloch electrons15–25. Recently, theoretical advances unveil that the
PT -invariant materials26–29, such as the 2D antiferromagnetic insula-
tors CrI3

26 and MnBi2Te4
27, in which the P-symmetry and the time-

reversal (T ) symmetry are broken individually, can also exhibit a BPVE
due to the magnetic injection current mechanism26–28.

Beyond its importance for BPVE, the photocurrent, which is the
ultimate result of photoexcitation (a typical multiphysics process),
also carries a large amount of information about light-matter interac-
tion and hence can be viewed as a diagnostic for the multiphysics
processoccurred inquantummaterials30. For example, the electrons in
K and K0 valleys of gapped Dirac materials, such as bilayer
graphene31–33 and monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides34,35, can
be selectively excited by the left-hand or right-hand circularly polar-
ized light due to the opposite Berry curvature inK andK0 and thereby
the photocurrent can be used to detect the quantum geometry of

P-broken Dirac materials. In addition, the circular injection current in
P-broken Weyl semimetals can be exploited to measure the topolo-
gical charge of Weyl cone36. However, as dictated by its P-odd char-
acteristic, the shift and injection DC photocurrent can not be
employed to diagnose the quantum materials with P-symmetry, such
as the centrosymmetric topological insulators and Dirac materials37.

On the other hand, the quantum fluctuation of photocurrent,
which usually behaves as the noise of photocurrent, remains rarely
explored38, although the noise is ubiquitous in the process of none-
quilibrium photoexcitation and transport. The noise is often deemed
to be detrimental to the detected signal and needs to be optimized,
but it can also convey information about the investigated system39. For
example, it has been well-established that the shot noise (SN) can
probe the quantum statistics of the quasi-particles and measure their
effective charge in mesoscopic systems39–43. In addition, the SN has
been used to reveal the topological phase transition of 2D semi-Dirac
materials44 and to probe the nonlocal hot-electron energy
dissipation45.

Compared to the current, the SN (as the current correlation)
usually features a different symmetry requirement and hence may
offer a complementary probe to detect the responses of quantum
materials, particularly with P-symmetry. To that purpose, we develop
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the quantum theory of DC SN (DSN) in this work. Here the DSNmeans
the zero frequency component of SN due to the fluctuation of pho-
tocurrent. In particular, we identify that at the second order of optical
electric field, the DSN also contains the shift and injection contribu-
tions, which can be formally expressed as

Sð2Þ = δðΩ1Þ σL=C + t0ηL=C

� �
δL=C , ð1Þ

whereΩ1 is the response frequency, t0 the effective illumination time, σ
(η) the susceptibility tensor of the shift (injection) DSN. In addition,
δL ≡ ∣E∣2 and δC ≡ ∣E × E*∣ stand for the linearly polarized light (LPL) and
the circularly polarized light (CPL)4, respectively. As indicated by the
subscripts L and C of σ and η, we note that σ and η can be excited with
LPL or CPL, which depends on the T -symmetry of the investigated
systems, as summarized in Table 1. Remarkably,wefind that both σ and
η are P-even tensors, which means that the DSNs can survive in
P-invariant systems, in sharp contrast with their DC photocurrent
counterparts. Moreover, we reveal that the DSNs are also character-
ized by the band geometrical quantities, such as the local Berry cur-
vature and the local quantum metric, similar to the DC photocurrent.
Finally, we illustrate our formulation by investigating the DSNs in
monolayer GeS and bilayer MoS2 with and without P-symmetry using
first-principles calculations.

Results
The quantum theory for DSNs
Within independentparticle approximation16,17, the second-quantization
photocurrent operator along a direction at the ith order of optical
electric field E(t) (Specifically, we consider the monochromatic optical
field EbðtÞ= EbðωβÞe�iωβt + c:c:withωβ the driving frequencyof lightfield
and c. c. the complex conjugate of the first term.) is defined as (e=ℏ = 1)

Ĵ
a,ðiÞðtÞ �

X
nm

Z

k
ρ̂ðiÞ
mnðtÞvanm =

X
nm

Z

k
Ja,ðiÞmn ðtÞay

man, ð2Þ

where ay
m=an is the creation/annihilation operator, vanm the velocity

matrix element,
R
k � 1

V

R
dk=ð2πÞd (Here V and d stand for the system

volume and dimension, respectively). In addition, ρ̂ðiÞ
mnðtÞ / jEji is

the second-quantization density matrix element operator and
Ja,ðiÞmn ðtÞ / jEji the matrix element for the second-quantization photo-
current operator, see Supplementary Note 1 subsections (1.1) and
(1.2), respectively.

Note that Eq. (2) is obtained by “quantizing” the statistical infor-
mation (or electron occupation information) of current expectation
value Ja � Tr½ ρ̂v̂a�= R kρmnv

a
nm, where ρ̂ and v̂a stand for the first-

quantization density matrix operator and current operator, respec-
tively. Particularly, since the electron occupation information is fully
encoded in the density matrix element ρmn, at the zeroth order of E(t),
we immediately obtain ρ̂ð0Þ

mn =a
y
man due to ρð0Þ

mn = δð0Þδnm f m =
hay

manis 16,17, where 〈⋯ 〉s stands for the quantum statistical average and
fm is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function. Furthermore, by
requiring hρ̂ðiÞ

mnðtÞis =ρðiÞ
mnðtÞ16, ρ̂ðiÞ

mnðtÞ with i≥1 can be obtained by

iteratively solving the Liouville equation from ρ̂ð0Þ
mn =a

y
man, where the

time dependence of ρ̂ðiÞ
mn arises from E(t) whereas ay

m/an does not
evolve with time. In addition, we wish to remark that Ĵ

a,ðiÞ
have con-

sidered the quantum average but retained the statistical informaton in
operator form and hence Tr½� � � �, which contains both the quantum
average and quantum statistical average, can not be used to calculate
the average of Ĵ

a,ðiÞ
and Ĵ

a,ðiÞ
Ĵ
b,ð jÞ

.
We emphasize that Eq. (2), together with the quantum statistical

average 〈⋯ 〉s, is designed to evaluate the photocurrent and photo-
current correlation on the equal footing, by following the noise for-
mulation developed in mesoscopic conductors39. Particularly, for the

second-order photocurrent operator Ĵ
a,ð2Þ

, by dividing it into off-
diagonal and diagonal contributions46 in term of the interband and

intraband contributions of vanm, namely, by writing Ĵ
a,ð2ÞðtÞ= Ĵa,ð2ÞO ðtÞ+

Ĵ
a,ð2Þ
D ðtÞwith Ĵ

a,ð2Þ
O ðtÞ � Pm≠n

nm

R
k ρ̂

ð2Þ
mnðtÞvanm and Ĵ

a,ð2Þ
D ðtÞ � P

n

R
k ρ̂

ð2Þ
nnðtÞvann, we

find that the quantum statistical average of Ĵ
a,ð2Þ
O and Ĵ

a,ð2Þ
D give the

familiar DC shift and injection photocurrent [see Supplementary

Note 1 subsection (1.3)], respectively, and thereby we define Ĵ
a,ð2Þ
O and

Ĵ
a,ð2Þ
D as the shift and injection photocurrent operator, respectively.

Interestingly, we find that Ĵ
a,ð2Þ
O and Ĵ

a,ð2Þ
D will further give DSNs (dubbed

the shift and injection, respectively) at the second order of E(t), as
illustrated below.

With Eq. (2), by evaluating the photocurrent operator correla-
tion function defined by39Sabðt, t0Þ � 1

2 hΔĴ
aðtÞΔĴbðt0Þ+ΔĴbðt0ÞΔĴaðtÞis ,

where ΔĴ
aðtÞ � Ĵ

aðtÞ � h ĴaðtÞis, the SN spectrum is given by [see
Supplementary Note 2 subsection (2.1)]

Sa,ði+ jÞðt, t0Þ= 1
2

X
nm

Z
k
Ja,ðiÞnm ðtÞ Ja,ð jÞmn ðt0Þf 2nm, ð3Þ

where Sa,(i+j) ≡ Saa,(i+j) (we focus on the autocorrelation of photocurrent
operator) and fnm≡ fn − fm. Note that Sa,ði + jÞðt, t0Þ is a function of two
independent time variables and generally stands for an AC SN. How-
ever, by adopting a Wigner transformation39, we obtain a new corre-
lation function Sa,(i+j)(t1, t0), where t1 = t � t0 and t0 = ðt + t0Þ=2 represent
the short and long time scale, respectively. Next, by taking the time
average over t0, we can pick up the DC component of Sa,(i+j)(t1, t0) for t0
because we are interested in the noise spectrum on a time scale long
compared to 1/ω, where ω is the driving frequency of E(t). To be spe-
cific, we have

Sa,ði+ jÞðt1Þ=
1
T

Z T

0
dt0S

a,ði+ jÞðt, t0Þjt = t0 + t1=2
t0 = t0�t1=2

, ð4Þ

where T ≡ 2π/ω. Moreover, by performing a Fourier transform for
Sa,(i+j)(t1), we obtain the SN spectrum Sa,(i+j)(Ω1), where Ω1 is the
response frequency for t1. As expected, at the second order of
E(t), we extract a DSN Sa,(2)(Ω1) = δ(Ω1)Sa,(2), where Sa,(2) is only
contributed by the equal-time correlation between Ĵ

a,ð0Þ
and Ĵ

a,ð2Þ

[see Supplementary Note 2 subsection (2.2)]. We wish to mention
that the strategy to extract the DC component from a general
double-time correlation function Sa,ði+ jÞðt, t0Þ is the same as that
adopted in mesoscopic conductors39. Finally, we note that Sa,(2)

contains the shift and injection contributions, which, respec-
tively, further contains the T -even and T -odd components. For
simplicity we will only display their T -even expressions that
survive in T -invariant systems, while their T -odd counterparts
can be found in Supplementary Note 2 subsections (2.3) and (2.4).

Particularly, for shift DSN, by defining Sa,ð2Þsht � P
ωβ = ±ωσ

abc

ð0;ωβ,� ωβÞEbðωβÞEcð�ωβÞ, the T -even shift DSN susceptibility tensor

Table 1 | The constraint from P-symmetry, T -symmetry, and
PT -symmetry for theDC shot noise (DSN) excited by linearly
or circularly polarized light

σL σC ηL ηC

P ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

T ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

PT ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

Here✓(✗)means that theDSN susceptibility tensors which containσL/C and ηL/C defined in Eq. (1)
are even (odd) under symmetry operation. Here the even (odd) tensor is allowed (forbidden) by
the corresponding symmetry. Note that all DSNs feature theP-even characteristic and the DSNs
in T -invariant systems feature the same behavior with that in PT -invariant systems.
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is given by [see Supplementary Note 2 subsection (2.3)]

σabc
C =

π
4

X
mn

Z

k
f 2nm Wabc

mn �Wacb
mn

� �
δðω� ωmnÞ, ð5Þ

where ℏωmn = ℏ(ωm −ωn) is the energy difference between bands m
and n. Here Wabc

mn � iðvamn;br
c
nm;a � vanm;br

c
mn;aÞ with Oa

nm;b =∂bO
a
nm�

iðAb
n �Ab

mÞOa
nm, where O = v, r and Ab

n/r
a
nm is the intraband/interband

Berry connection.
As indicated by the subscript C in σ abc, we note that the T -even

shift DSN can only be excited by CPL due to σabc
C = � σacb22. Similar to

the shift photocurrent, we find that the shift DSN is closely related to
the band geometrical quantities. To see that, we note that
vamn;b = iωmnr

a
mn;b + iΔ

b
mnr

a
mn

17, whereΔa
mn = v

a
m � van is the group velocity

difference. Then by substituting its second term intoWabc
mn , wefind that

Wabc
mn =Δb

nmðgac
nm∂a ln jrcnmj+Ωac

nmR
a,c
nmÞ, where gac

nm � ranmr
c
mn + r

c
nmr

a
mn is

the local quantum metric29, Ωac
nm � iðranmrcmn � rcnmr

a
mnÞ the local Berry

curvature27, and Ra,c
nm = � ∂aϕ

c
nm +Aa

n �Aa
m with ϕc

nm = rcnm=jrcnmj the
shift vector16. Interestingly, in sharp contrast with the shift photo-
current, we find that σabc

C is also related to the group velocity differ-
enceΔa

nm, which usually appears in the injection photocurrent. Finally,
we emphasize that σabc

C is a rank-4 tensor since σabc ≡ σaabc, where the
first index a is responsible for the direction of autocorrelated photo-
current. The same convention will be applied to the injection DSN
discussed below.

Similarly, for injection DSN, by defining ∂t0
Sa,ð2Þinj � P

ωβ = ±ωη
abc

ð0;ωβ,� ωβÞEbðωβÞEcð�ωβÞ, we find that the T -even component of ηabc

is given by [see Supplementary Note 2 subsection (2.4)]

ηabc
L =

π
4

X
nm

Z
k
f 2nmΔ

a
nmðIabcmn + Iacbmn Þδðω� ωmnÞ, ð6Þ

where Iabcmn = iðvamn;br
c
nm � vanm;br

c
mnÞ. Note that the T -even injection

DSN can only be excited by LPL due to ηabc = ηacb22. Importantly, also
by substituting the second term of vamn;b = iωmnr

a
mn;b + iΔ

b
mnr

a
mn into

Iabcmn , we hvae Iabcmn =ωnmðgca
nm∂b ln jranmj+Ωca

nmR
b,a
nmÞ+Δb

nmg
ac
nm, which

means that the injection DSN is not only related to the local Berry
curvature and the local quantum metric like the injection photo-
current, but also related to the shift vector, which usually appears in
the shift photocurrent.

In summary, Eqs. (5)-(6)) constitute the quantum theory for the
DSNat the secondorder ofE(t) in T -invariant systems.As expected, we
find that Eqs. (5)-(6)) are gauge-invariant under U(1) gauge transfor-
mation. Importantly, by using the sum rules of ramn;b and vamn;b

13, we find
that Eqs. (5)-(6)) can be employed to investigate the quantum fluc-
tuation of photocurrent operator in realistic materials by combining
them with first-principles calculations. Note that in Eqs. ((5)-(6)),
e = ℏ = 1 has been adopted. By dimension analysis, a universal factor e4/
ℏ2 must be recovered for first-principles calculations. To guide the
calculation, we next discuss the symmetry constraints for the DSN
susceptibility tensors in T -invariant systems.

The symmetry for DSNs
The symmetry plays a pivotal role in the discussion of the DC
photocurrent47. For example, under P-symmetry, we have PJa = � Ja

and PEb = � Eb, and therefore the DC photocurrent proportional to
∣E∣2 vanishes in P-invariant systems25. In addition, the magnetic injec-
tion (shift) photocurrent can only be generated in both P-broken and
T -broken materials under the illumination of LPL (CPL), in which the
magnetic injection (shift) photocurrent susceptibility is aP-odd aswell
as T -odd tensor27.

In the above, we have established the quantum theory for the
DSNs in T -invariant systems, but the symmetry constraint on these
tensors has not been fully discussed yet. Particularly, under P-sym-
metry, we have PΔa

mn = � Δa
mn, Pvamn = � vamn, Pvamn;b = v

a
mn;b,

Pramn = � ramn, and Pramn;b = r
a
mn;b. And thereby the DSN susceptibility

tensors given inEqs. ((5)-(6)) feature theP-even characteristic, which is
also true for their T -odd counterparts, as summarized in Table 1. Note
that the P-even property can also be obtained from the general
response relation, where both J and E appear twice. Notably, the
P-even characteristic dictates that all the DSNs are immune to
P-symmetry, in sharp contrast with the P-odd shift or injection pho-
tocurrent, as expected. Intuitively, as a general feature of photo-
current, the P-symmetrymust be broken either by crystal structure or
by external perturbation to guarantee that the left-going and right-
going photocurrents cannot cancel with each other. However, for SN,
this cancellationmechanism is lifted since the correlation of current is
nonzero even when the current is zero, as exemplified by the notable
Nyquist-Johnson noise in mesoscopic conductors39.

Similar to the DC photocurrent, the constraint on DSNs from
T -symmetry is tricky because we need to take into account the
polarization of light at the same time. For example, under LPL (CPL),
we find that the shift photocurrent susceptibility is a T -even (T -odd)
tensor while the injection photocurrent susceptibility is a T -odd
(T -even) tensor. Therefore, in T -invariant but P-broken systems, one
can only detect the shift (injection) photocurrent by illuminating LPL
(CPL). Eqs. ((5)-(6)) give the T -even DSNs, which can be easily checked
by using T Δa

mn = � Δa
mn, T vamn = � vamn, T vamn;b = v

a
mn;b, T ramn = r

a
mn, and

T ramn;b = � ramn;b, as summarized in Table 1, where their T -odd coun-
terparts are also listed as a comparison. In addition, dictated by their
P-even characteristic, we find that Eqs. (5)-(6)) also feature the
PT -even property and hence can be applied to investigate the DSN in
PT -invariant materials, sharply different from the DC photocurrent.

Besides the P, T , and PT symmetries, to consider the constraint
from the point group (PG) symmetry, such as the rotation and mirror
symmetries, one should resort to the Neumann’s principle48, which
determines the non-vanishing tensor elements under PG symmetry
operation. Particularly, for the rank-4 SN susceptibility tensor λabcd in
T -invariant systems, where λ stands for σ and η, the constraint
imposed by PG symmetry operation R can be expressed as:

λabcd =Raa0Rbb0Rcc0Rdd0λa
0b0c0d0

, ð7Þ

where Rαα0 is the matrix element of R. For example, if the system
respects mirror symmetry Mx withMxx ! �x, one can immediately
realize that λyyxz is forbidden in terms of Eq. (7). Alternatively, one can
also use the Bilbao Crystallographic Server49 to identify the non-
vanishing tensor element for all PGs just by defining a suitable Jahn
notation. Particularly, the Jahn notation for the T -even rank-4 shift
(injection) DSN σabc

C (ηabc
L ), which is anti-symmetric (symmetric) about

the last two indices, can be expressed as VV {V2} (VV [V2]), where V
represents the polar vector and {⋯ } ([⋯ ]) indicates the anti-
symmetric (symmetric) permutation symmetry, as listed in Table 2.
As a comparison, we also list the Jahn notations for shift and injection
photocurrent susceptibility tensors in T -invariant systems. Based on
symmetry analysis, we are ready to explore the DSNs in realistic
materials.

The monolayer GeS
As the first example, we explore the DSNs in single-layer mono-
chalcogenide GeS, which has been extensively studied19,50,51 and dis-
played a large BPVE and spontaneous polarization in its ferroelectric
phase with PG mm2, as shown in the upper panel of (Fig. 1a). The PG
mm2 doesn’t contain the P-symmetry and hence both the shift and
injection photocurrents are allowed. However, besides the ferro-
electric phase, GeS may stay in a paraelectric phase with PG mmm, as
shown in the lower panel of (Fig. 1a), which respects P-symmetry and
hence can not generate a DC photocurrent. In (Fig. 1b), we display the
band structures for GeS with mm2 and mmm symmetries and we find
that its band structure goes through a large modification from the
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ferroelectric phase to the paraelectric phase. However, since the
paraelectric phase can not generate a DC photocurrent response thus
theband structure evolution cannot bedetected just bymeasuring the
photocurrent. In addition, we find that the shift DSN susceptibility
tensor σabc

C is also forbidden by mirror symmetry Mx or My in both
mm2 andmmm if b ≠ c or by the antisymmetric permutation symmetry
if b = c. We wish to mention that σabc

C is a subset of the rank-4 tensor
σabcd
C and the full table for σabcd

C is not forbidden by symmetry
according to the Jahn notation listed in Table 2.

However, the injection DSN, such as ηxyy
L , is allowed by bothmmm

and mm2 phases of GeS due to its symmetric permutation symmetry
about the last two indices, as shown in (Fig. 1c). From (Fig. 1c), we find
that the injection DSN (denoted as sη = t0η

xyy
L E2) in mmm plays a

dominant role compared with that inmm2. Particularly, we find that sη

reaches a peak with photon energy ℏω = 2.5 (eV). Furthermore, by
plotting the k-resolved integrand for sη in (Fig. 1d), we identify that the
main peak is contributed by the optical transitions around X and Y
points in the Brillouin zone. The different DSN responses for GeS in its
P-invariant and P-broken phases may offer a tool to probe the band
structure evolution from the ferroelectric phase to the paraelectric
phase. Finally, we remark that there are other independent symmetry-
allowed elements for the injection DSN of GeS, see Supplementary
Note 3 and Supplementary Fig. 1.

The bilayer MoS2
As the second example, we explore the DSNs in bilayerMoS2 within 2H
and 3R phases, as shown in (Fig. 2a). The bilayer 2H-MoS2 respects P
symmetry and hence both the shift and injection photocurrents are
forbidden in this system. However, bilayer MoS2 could possess a

P-broken phase by modifying the stack configuration of constituent
monolayers. Very recently, it is shown that bilayer MoS2 with 3R
stacking pattern could exhibit an out-of-plane electric polarization,
which is also known as the sliding ferroelectricity52–55. In (Fig. 2b), we
show the band structures for bilayer MoS2 within 3R and 2H phases.
Different frommonolayer GeS discussed before, we find that the band
structures of bilayer MoS2 are almost unchanged with these two dif-
ferent stacking patterns.

Also different from themonolayer GeS, we find that both shift and
injection DSN (denoted as sσ = σxxz

C E2 and sη = t0η
xxx
L E2, respectively)

exist for bothP-broken 3R andP-invariant 2HbilayerMoS2, evenwhen
themirror symmetry exists in 3R and 2H. In particular, in (Fig. 2c-d) we
plot the shift DSN sσ and injection DSN sη for bilayer MoS2 with 3R and
2H phases, respectively. Interestingly, we find that the injection DSN in
bilayer MoS2 features almost the same behavior in 2H and 3R phases
while the shift DSN is dominant in P-invariant phase, where the first
peak at ℏω = 2.4(eV) is contributed by the optical transitions around Γ
point, as shown in (Fig. 2e). In (Fig. 2f), we also display the k-resolved
distribution for the peak of ηxxx

L located at ℏω = 2.2(eV). Similarly,
besides σxyy

C and ηxxx
L , there are other symmetry-allowed DSNs com-

ponents in bilayer MoS2 with or without P-symmetry, see Supple-
mentary Note 3 and Supplementary Fig. 2. Note that the spin-orbit
coupling is ignored in above discussions for simplicity, whose influ-
ence is discussed in the Supplementary Information (see Supplemen-
tary Note 4 and Supplementary Fig. 3).

Discussion
TheDSNs discussed in thiswork originates from the light irradiation so
that the relaxation processes (the photoexcited electrons lose their
energy and then relax to the conduction band edge of gapped sys-
tems) usually play a key role, particularly to distinguish different
contributions56. Specifically, we have two DC contributions at the
second order of E(t), namely the shift and injection DSNs, which arise
from the off-diagonal and diagonal components of Ĵ

a,ð2Þ
, respectively.

Therefore, the corresponding relaxation processes should resemble
the shift and injection DC photocurrents. In particular, the shift pho-
tocurrent and DSN, which stand for intrinsic contributions6, are less
relevant to the impurity scattering. However, the injection photo-
current and DSN usually are related to the complicated scattering
processes when relax to the edge of conduction band and are gov-
erned by a relaxation time about 10−12 to 10−14 s56. In this work, the
relaxation process for injection DSN is modeled by a constant relaxa-
tion time, similar to the DC photocurrent discussed in Refs.[26], [57],
and [58]. At this stage, we wish to remark that the extrinsic SN of shift
current photovoltaics discussed in Ref.[38] is different from our
results, which can be seen from the following aspects: (i) their for-
mulation is based on steady-state assumption18 while our formulation
does not assume that; (ii) their shot noise formula for shift photo-
current does not contain the key geometric quantity—shift vector,
which is believed to be the physical origin of shift photocurrent.

Although our formulation is developed by following the scatter-
ing matrix theory in mesoscopic conductors39, the results show some
different features. First, we note that it is not easy to derive a relation
similar to the Schottky formula39,59 within our bulk formulation by
adopting a general approximation. Second, the symmetry in our bulk
formulation plays an essential role, which dictates that the SN and the
photocurrent barely appear at the same time under the assigned
polarization of light, whereas the symmetry usually are less important
in mesoscopic transport systems. These differences may be attributed
to that our bulk formulation does not include the effect of electrodes
that are inevitably involved in experimental measurements, while the
scattering matrix theory includes that. However, the effect of elec-
trodes is minor in a diffusive conductor (Besides metallic conductors,
here the diffusive conductor also means an insulator under light illu-
mination, where the electrons located at valence bands are excited to

Table 2 | The Jahn notations for shift (σC) and injection (ηL) DC
shot noise susceptibility tensors in T -invariant systems

σC ηL σ2L η2C

Jahn notations VV {V2} VV [V2] V [V2] V {V2}

For comparison, we also list the T -even shift and injection photocurrent susceptibility tensors,
which are represented by σ2L and η2C, respectively. For brevity, we have suppressed their
superscripts.

Fig. 1 | DCshotnoise (DSN) formonolayerGeS. aThe side views ofmonolayerGeS
with point group (PG) mm2 and mmm, where mm2/mmm breaks/respects the
P-symmetry. b The band structures for GeS with different PGs. The Fermi level
indicated by the horizontal dashed line is placed on the top of the valence band.
c The injection DSN sη = t0η

xyy
L E2 for GeS with different PGs, where V = 1 cm3,

t0 = 10−14s and E = 107=
ffiffiffi
2

p
V=m57. d The k-resolved integrands for the

ηxyy
L ½_ω= 2:5ðeVÞ� only for PG mmm.
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the conduction bands.), asmanifested by the contact resistance due to
electrodes60,61, therefore, the photocurrent DSNs based on bulk
response theory can be detected in a diffusive conductor. This is
indeed the case of lots of current (photocurrent) measurements36,62–64

to verify the predictions based on the bulk formulation20,65,66, where
the symmetry plays a pivotal role to probe the quantum geometry of
Bloch electrons. Furthermore, in the ballistic transport regime, the
quantum geometric information may also be extracted by manip-
ulating the symmetry67,68.

The DC photocurrent has shown its importance in characterizing
the (topological) quantum materials36,69,70, so we expect that the DSN
of photocurrent has the same importance. Although the DSN of pho-
tocurrent hasnot been reported experimentally, the noise spectrumof
electric current in mesoscopic systems has been extensively studied
experimentally for over twenty years40,71–74. Particularly, it has been
recently realized that the current fluctuations or the shot noise
induced by nonequilibrium electrons (which in our setup are driven by
the optical field) will generate fluctuating electromagnetic evanescent
fields on the surface of the material45, which can be detected by using
the scanning noise microscope45,75 even without the introduction of
metallic electrodes in the conventional noise measurements. There-
fore, this noninvasive experimental technique canbeused to verify our
proposal to exclude the competing signals. Note that both the shift
and injection photocurrents are forbidden in P-invariant systems. In
that case, to initiate the photocurrent correlation, an external static
electric field may be applied when illuminating the insulating sample,
where a “jerk” photocurrent is generated57,76,77. Once the photocurrent
correlation is established, by gradually decreasing the static electric
field, a nonzero residual DSN signal solely driven by the optical field
can be expected.

Finally, we wish to remark that in materials with P and T sym-
metries, both the Berry curvature and the shift vector vanishes due to
PT Ωa

nm = �Ωa
nm and PT Ra,c

nm = � Ra,c
nm. As a consequence, the domi-

nant geometric quantity will be the quantum metric. Recently, the
experimental observation for the intrinsic nonlinear Hall effect63,64 that
driven by the quantum metric dipole has triggered much attention to
explore the importance of quantum metric. Note that the intrinsic

nonlinear Hall effect can survive only in systems without P and T
symmetries, while the quantummetric itself is not forbidden by them.
Therefore, the formulation developed in this work exactly offers an
approach to probe the quantum metric in centrosymmetric quantum
materials.

In conclusion, we formulate the quantum theory to calculate the
quantum fluctuation of the photocurrent operator in gapped systems.
We identify the shift and injection DSNs at the second order of E(t) and
derive their susceptibility tensor expressions that are amenable to
first-principles calculation. In sharpcontrastwith theDCphotocurrent,
we find that all DSNs are allowed by the P-symmetry due to their
P-even characteristic. In addition, we show that the DSNs also encode
the information of band geometrical quantities, such as the local Berry
curvature, the local quantum metric, and the shift vector. Finally,
guided by symmetry, we combine our theory with first-principles cal-
culation to estimate the DSNs inmonolayer GeS and bilayer MoS2 with
and without P-symmetry. And we find that the DSNs in P-invariant
phase can be larger than that in P-broken phase. Our work shows that
the quantum fluctuation of the photocurrent operator offers a com-
plementary probe to characterize the quantum materials, particularly
with P-symmetry.

Methods
First-principles calculations are performed by using the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP)78. The generalized gradient approx-
imation (GGA) in the form of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) is used to
describe the exchange-correlation79,80. We choose 500 eV for the cut-
off energy and a k-grid of 18 × 18 × 1 for the first Brillouin zone inte-
gration. To avoid the spurious interaction, we employ at least 20 Å
vacuum space along the perpendicular direction. All atoms in the
supercell are fully relaxed based on the conjugate gradient algorithm,
and the convergence criteria is 0.01 eV/Å for the force and 10−8 eV for
the energy, respectively. A damped van der Waals (vdW) correction
based on the Grimme’s scheme is also incorporated to better describe
the nonbonding interaction81,82. The maximally localized Wannier
functions are then employed to construct the tight-binding model via
wannier90 code, inwhichMo-d, Ge-4p, and S-3p orbitals are taken into

Fig. 2 |DCshotnoise (DSN) for bilayerMoS2. aThe side viewsof bilayerMoS2with
point group (PG) 3R and 2H, respectively, where 3R/2H breaks/respects P sym-
metry. b The band structures for bilayer MoS2 with different PGs. The Fermi level
indicated by the horizontal dashed line is placed on the top of valence band.

c, d The shift DSN sσ = σxxz
C E2 and the injection DSN sη = t0η

xxx
L E2 for bilayer MoS2

with PG 3R and 2H, respectively, where V = 1 cm3, t0 = 10−14(s), and
E = 107=

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðV=mÞ57. e, f The k-resolved integrands for the σxxz

C ½_ω= 2:4ðeVÞ� and
ηxxx
L ½_ω= 2:1ðeVÞ� only for 2H MoS2.
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account83,84. The tight-binding Hamiltonian is utilized to calculate the
DSNs according to Eqs. ((5)-(6)). To deal with the rapid variation of the
Berry curvature, the Brillouin zone integration is carried out using a
dense k-mesh with 600× 600 × 1, which gives well-convergent results.
The 3D-like coefficients of DSN are obtained by assuming an active
single-layer with a thickness of La:

SN3D =
Lslab
La

SN2D, ð8Þ

where SN2D is the calculated DSN, and Lslab is the thickness of the
supercell84.

Data availability
The data generated and analyzed during this study are available from
the corresponding author upon request.

Code availability
All code used to generate the plotted data is available from the cor-
responding author upon request.
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